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It is difficult to imagine from what source these thinkers could have
derived their inspiration. Their description of Brahma sounds more
like a joke than a sober and earnest statement of a philosophic view.
It reminds one of the bitter mockery which. Heine made of Kant^s
c< Critique of Pure Eeason ?? or which Mr. Kirkman made of the
philosophy of Herbert Spencer. The destructive criticism of Kant,
according to Heine, made poor old Lampe, the servant of that eminent
philosopher, disconsolate when he saw that his God was laid low;
Kant's heart was softened, it is said, and he reflected that this would
not do ; <{ poor old Lampe must have his God; otherwise there
would be no happiness for him/5 and out came, accordingly, the
66 Critique of Practical Eeason," which guaranteed the existence
of God.-
A similar ridicule, it is said, was sought to be thrown on the phi-           t
losophy of Herbert Spencer, Mr. Kirkman professing to translate his
definition of Evolution as "a change from a nohowish untalkabout-
able allalikeness, to a somehowish and in-general-talkaboutable,
and not-allalikeness, by continuous somethmgelsifications, and stick-
togetherations.'32
Hegel himself would apparently have had no objection to the Ve-
dantic conception of Brahma if it was Thought and Being—Thought
implying te an activity -which determines itself in itself ??3 ; if it was
characterised as a ^prmcipk which moves itself to its manifestation
or produces it. "4  According to another Hegelian philosopher^
too, the modern conception of Ultimate Eeality is that it must be a
&c unity which realises itself in differences, which by its own inner           »
impulse gives rise to differences, yet even maintains itself in them
and through these differences returns upon itself."
But what is the Vedantic conception of Brahman but this and more?
The description of Brahman given at the very outset of the Vedanta
Sutras is6: " Brahman is that from which the Universe proceeds;
it is all Intelligence and is the source of Scripture and root of all Know-
ledge." In another Sutra it is said that this One thought that it
1 W. S. Lilly's "Enigma," p. 277.   325, 326.
a Hudson's ' Philosophy of Herbert     4 Ibid, p. 320.
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